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MEMORANDUM OF COUNSEL FOR ORION NEW ZEALAND LIMITED 

May it please the Hearings Panel: 

1 We act for Orion New Zealand Limited (Orion) – submitter DPR-
0367.  

Background 
2 Orion has sought relief in the form of a suite of rules to control 

certain land use activities in proximity to its Significant Electricity 
Distribution Lines (SEDLs).  

2.1 Orion’s position is that provisions which control land use 
activities in relation to SEDLs (collectively termed corridor 
protection provisions) should be located in the relevant zone 
chapters where the SEDLs are present. That is reflected in 
Orion’s submission, which seeks this relief in respect of each 
zone chapter.  

2.2 The reasons for Orion’s position have been explored in Orion’s 
planning evidence and legal submissions filed at various 
hearings to date. In short, Orion does not consider that the 
National Planning Standards constrain the Panel in terms of 
location of corridor protection provisions within the Proposed 
District Plan. Orion considers the better interpretation of the 
National Planning Standards, and accompanying Ministry for 
the Environment MfE guidance, is that the Council may locate 
those provisions in either the EI chapter or in relevant zone 
chapters. Orion submits that the zone chapters are the more 
appropriate location because the corridor protection 
provisions will be more visible and clearly identifiable to plan 
users in zone chapters.  

2.3 The Council planning officers take the view that corridor 
protection provisions are more appropriately located in the 
Energy and Infrastructure (EI) chapter.  

3 The bulk of Orion’s submission points regarding corridor protection 
provisions were identified for consideration at the EI hearing, where 
Orion filed evidence and legal submissions in support of its relief. 
However Orion maintains its position that all corridor protection 
provisions for SEDLs are more appropriately located in zone 
chapters 

4 Two aspects of Orion’s corridor protection provision relief were not 
allocated for consideration at the EI hearing – Orion’s relief related 
to earthworks, and its relief regarding the planting of trees within 
5m of SEDLs.  
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5 Orion gave evidence and made legal submissions in support of its 
earthworks relief at the Earthworks chapter hearing.  

6 Orion’s relief regarding trees in proximity to SEDLs is relevant to 
various zone hearings:  

6.1 the Commercial & Mixed Use zones hearing (CMUZ);  

6.2 General Rural zone hearing (GRUZ);  

6.3 General Industrial zone hearing (GIZ);  

6.4 Special Purpose Knowledge Zone hearing; and  

6.5 the Residential zones hearing.  

Matters for Panel’s consideration  
 
Approach to relief at future hearings   

7 As the hearings process moves to consideration of zone chapters, 
Orion will be seeking its relief related to trees in proximity to SEDLs, 
and reiterating its other relief regarding controls on activities in 
proximity to SEDLs, at each zone hearing noted above.  

8 To date, Orion has appeared at the CMUZ hearing (on 7 March 
2022) in support of its relief with respect to trees, though the relief 
in the context of that zone is sought on the basis that rezoning 
requests may result in CMUZ zoning on land where SEDLs are 
located.  

9 Orion is bringing its full case in support of this relief related to trees 
in proximity to SEDLs at the GRUZ hearing on 15 March 2022. Orion 
has filed company and planning evidence for the GRUZ hearing. 
That same evidence is relevant to the relief sought across all other 
zones.   

10 Orion seeks the same drafting for the requested provisions as 
provided in Ms Foote’s summary of evidence presented at the CMUZ 
hearing in the other zones listed above.  

11 Mindful that it is desirable to avoid repeated appearances before the 
Panel which simply reiterate the same evidence, Orion seeks 
guidance from the Panel as to how it would prefer Orion approach 
the above upcoming zone hearings. Orion proposes two potential 
options and respectfully asks the Panel to advise which the Panel 
considers most useful:  

11.1 Option 1: Orion presents its full case in respect of the relief 
regarding trees at the GRUZ hearing. Orion then files short 
planning evidence at all other zone hearings reminding the 
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respective Panels of its relief, but relying on the previously-
filed EI and GRUZ evidence to support the relief sought. Orion 
would not seek to be heard at those subsequent zone 
hearings.  

11.2 Option 2: Orion presents its full case in respect of the relief 
regarding trees at the GRUZ hearing. Orion then does not file 
evidence or request to be heard at subsequent zone hearings, 
but the Panel directs the relevant s42A Officer assigned to 
those chapters to consider Orion’s relief and evidence filed in 
respect of the GRUZ and EI hearings when making their 
recommendation.  

Scope 
12 At the CMUZ hearing on Monday 7 March the Chair, Commissioner 

Rae, asked: if the Panel determines that Orion’s relief is appropriate 
but that it should be placed in the EI Chapter (particularly the relief 
regarding trees, which was not considered at the EI hearing), would 
there be scope for the Panel to grant the relief but direct that the 
provisions be located in the EI Chapter rather than in the zone 
chapters? 

13 Orion submits that the Panel would have scope to grant Orion’s 
substantive relief and determine an alternative location for the 
provisions in question within the Proposed Plan:  

13.1 Under Schedule 1, cl 10 of the Resource Management Act 
1991, a local authority’s decision on a proposed plan and 
matters raised in submissions:  

(a) must identify whether submissions are accepted or 
rejected (in whole or part);  

(b) may include matters relating to consequential 
alterations arising from the submissions; and  

(c) may include any other matter relevant to the proposed 
plan or arising from the submissions.  

13.2 The decision must also identify what change is to be made to 
the proposed plan provisions.1  

13.3 A local authority should not amend the proposed plan 
provisions beyond what has been reasonably and fairly raised 
in submissions.2  This requires consideration as to whether 

                                            
1  Queenstown Lakes DC v Marcam Grand Lakes Ltd EnvC C156/02. 
2  Countdown Properties (Northlands) Ltd v Dunedin CC (1994) 1B ELRNZ 150, 

[1994] NZRMA 145. See also Foodstuffs (Otago Southland) Properties Ltd v 
Dunedin CC (1993) 2 NZRMA 497 (PT) (affirmed on appeal) which identified 
groupings of amendments within a local authority’s jurisdiction as follows: a) 
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interested parties would have appreciated that such an 
amendment could have resulted from the relief sought by the 
submitter.3 

13.4 If the Panel is minded to accept the substance of the relief 
sought in Orion’s submission (as amended further in 
evidence),4 but reject the location sought by Orion for those 
provisions in favour of a different chapter of the Plan, then 
Orion submits that in this instance, the alternative location 
determined by the Panel would be a matter of consequential 
amendment arising from the submission. Such an 
amendment would not extend beyond what was fairly and 
reasonably raised in Orion’s submission – particularly given 
Orion’s submission expressly discusses the location of the 
provisions within the Plan architecture and Orion’s position in 
that regard. Placement of the provisions sought by Orion in 
the EI chapter as opposed to zone chapters would not alter 
those provisions’ meaning or effect.   

Conclusion  
14 Counsel respectfully requests that the Panel advise its preference as 

to Orion’s approach to evidence and appearances at upcoming zone 
hearings in which Orion’s relief with respect to trees in proximity to 
SEDLs will be at issue. Orion will approach the hearings accordingly.   

15 For the reasons set out above, if the Panel accepts the substance of 
Orion’s relief it may determine that the provisions which it accepts 
should be placed in a different part of the Plan to the chapter in 
which Orion sought the provisions be inserted.  

Dated: 10 March 2022 

 

 

J M Appleyard / A Hill 
Counsel for Orion New Zealand 
Limited 

 

 

                                            
amendments sought in written submissions; b) amendments responding to a 
group of written submissions; c) amendments that address cases presented at 
hearing; and amendments to wording that do not alter the meaning or effect.  

3  Christchurch International Airport Ltd v Christchurch CC C077/99, at [15].  
4  We note that Ms Foote’s summary presented at the CMUZ hearing contained an 

adjustment to the drafting for the rules regarding tress in proximity to SEDLs 
which are sought by Orion. To confirm, it is that drafting which Orion seeks be 
adopted throughout the zone chapters.   


